Hall Art Foundation opens new exhibit — Snow Show

The Hall Art Foundation is hosting a “Snow Show” from Jan. 7 through Feb. 26. Pictured artworks were chosen by Peter Vankovský and his wife Lauren Stevens.

In addition to the Vermont Hall Art Foundation location, there is a facility in Western Massachusetts called Mass MoCA and another in a converted convent in Germany called Kunstmuseum. The collection is privately owned and shared “for the enjoyment and education of the public.”

Blake Hill Preserves of Windsor is finalist at The Good Foods awards

The Good Foods Foundation organizes an epic three-day Good Foods Awards Weekend for the public to meet, celebrate, taste and buy from thousands of small food producers. From May through November, offering rotating, temporary exhibitions of contemporary art. During the off-season, the foundation offers occasional exhibits to expand exposure to its artwork. This is the first year that the Foundation has been open for new winter exhibits. The Jan. 7 opening day of an exhibit called “Snow Show,” depicting various winter themes, was well received. The show features the works of Georg Baselitz, Anna Bjerger, Peter Doig, Lee Friedlander, Georg Ruihac, and others.

not willing to build those [small cell towers] on spec, right — then we’ll start the permitting process,” Atkins said. The Mac Mountain CEO added that “there are a lot of community meetings and planning commu-
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What’s next? In the second part of this series, the Standard will dig deeper into the technical, economic, social, and political issues surrounding expanded rural broadband and cellular service in the coming months, including Mac Mountain’s potential small-cell pilot projects in the Upper Valley. Specifically in Woodstock and Pomfret, where multiple telecommunications providers are competing for spectrum, regardless of the carrier, has long been a thorny problem. Woodstock Police Chief Robie Blish is concerned about small-cell projects in the Upper Valley; specifically in Woodstock and Pomfret, where multiple telecommunications providers are competing for spectrum, regardless of the carrier, has long been a thorny problem.

According to the Good Foods Foundation’s website, “The Good Food Award recognizes that the truly good food — the kind that brings people together and builds strong, healthy communities — contains all of these ingredients.”

The Good Foods Awards Ceremony in Portland, Ore., each spring Good Foods Awards Weekend for the public.

The Good Foods Awards Ceremony in Portland, Ore., each spring, the Good Foods Foundation organizes an epic three-day Good Foods Awards Weekend for the public to meet, celebrate, taste and buy from thousands of small food producers.

The National Broadband Map is a Federal Communications Commission (FCC) tool used to allocate federal funds for broadband deployment. The present version of the FCC’s map contradicts both records from the state of Vermont and current reported experiences of many Vermont families who lack access to high-speed broad- band. Should the National Broadband Map be updated and corrected, the state may not receive adequate funding from a pool of $37.1 billion for federal broadband expen- diture. Access and Deployment (READ) support that will be allocated through the Na- tional Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) this year. Mac Mountain’s Atkins is not willing to build these [small cell towers] on spec, right — then we’ll start the permitting process,” Atkins said. The Mac Mountain CEO added that “there are a lot of community meetings and planning commu-
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